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Dear Reader,

70 years DESMA: that means 70 years of be-
ing the market leader in our branch – in tech-
nology, innovation and service. 

This success would not be possible without 
our highly-motivated DESMA employees. 
Some of them have been with us for many 
years; others have chosen to join us from 
other companies or fresh from university. 

What they all have in common is a fascina-
tion for our DESMA way of doing things: a 
dedication to serving our customers, from 
first contacts with the sales team, through 
the exacting design stage, dispatching the 
machinery, setting it up and training the 
operators on site, worldwide. Then the ser-
vice and spare parts department takes over, 
developing long-term, trusting partnerships 
with our customers.

Alongside their regular tasks, the DESMA 
staff prepared and then met over 700 visi-
tors from six continents at our House Fair 
2016. We were proud to show our complete 
range of products and services and enjoyed 

the chance to discuss with experts and 
partners from the footwear world, many of 
whom were impressed by the practical dem-
onstrations.

We then celebrated our own 70th Birth-
day Party with staff and their families and 
friends – read more about that on the back 
page of this issue.

To quote Konrad Adenauer, former Chancel-
lor of West Germany, “There’s only a point in 
looking back if it helps the future”. 

With 70 years’ traditions of excellence be-
hind us, we are following the DESMA tradi-
tion of always looking ahead, pushing the 
boundaries of the technically possible. Our 
concept shoe ‘Wrap NX®’ proves our compe-
tence in PU and, as you can read in this issue 
of DESMA TODAY, we are looking forward to 
sharing our excitement about Industry 4.0 
with you.

70 years – and still excited about the future 
of shoemaking!

Yours,

KLAUS FREESE                  CHRISTIAN DECKER
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First introduced at the Hannover Fair in 
2011, ‘Industry 4.0’ is the term now used 

worldwide to describe the latest industrial 
revolution. The ‘Internet of things’  connects 
humans and machines, makes  information  
transfer and data processing faster and  
more systematic. Manufacturers now have 
exciting – indeed revolutionary – new ways 
of organizing every step of their production.

Industrial production in an Industry 4.0 envi-
ronment enables customization of the prod-
uct whilst maintaining highly flexible (mass-) 
production. The DESMA development team 
has been quick to see the benefits not only 
for the footwear industry but also the final 
customers.  

“As production becomes seemingly increas-
ingly complex, Industry 4.0 gives the opera-
tor on site intelligent support. Quite simply, 
everything is connected. Production is more 
stable yet more flexible. We are talking of 
individual, targeted production: using cus-
tomer data to produce exactly the sole the 
customer needs – whether for sports, safety, 

medical or fashion reasons. This customiza-
tion is already available for colour but can be 
extended to include other product features 
such as midsole cushioning and more,” ex-
plains DESMA’s Head of design and engi-
neering Dr Karsten Stöbener. 

As DESMA Managing Director Christian 
Decker explains,

 “ It’s what we call ‘disruptive innovation’.  
 We are changing the market by creating  
 new business models; harnessing new 
 technologies and exploiting old ones
 in new ways.”

Going forward, DESMA developers foresee a 
time when the customer’s foot data is stored 
in a cloud. This data can be collected by the 
wearer themselves via mobile phone, or at 
an instore station. Armed with this data, 
manufacturers can configure each individual 
shoe to meet the customer’s needs exactly: 
lot size one is achievable, every shoe ordered 
pre-production. This production on demand 

could lead to reshoring of the industry: closer 
to consumer markets, thus shorter delivery 
and planning ways – combined with wider 
choices for the final customer.

Karsten Stöbener is not only convinced but 
excited about where the next steps will lead:

 “ Industry 4.0 is ready for you! 
 Exciting new products and possibilities 
 will be on the market in the near future –
 and DESMA will continue providing 
 new solutions for your production 
 over the coming years.”   < |

DESMA PERSPECTIVE

A PHRASE COINED IN GERMANY HAS TAKEN THE WORLD BY STORM
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TITLE STORY

Over 700 guests from six continents
THERE’S NOWHERE THEY’D RATHER BE!

It’s the hottest day of the year, and the 
temperature is still rising at DESMA Achim. 

The road outside the DESMA complex is 
blocked with taxis and people carriers. On 
site, groups of people are striding purpose-
fully from one building to another, talking, 
talking, talking.

That, after all, was the idea which led to the 
very first House Fair years ago: being part 
of the DESMA family meant being involved 
at the deepest level in the footwear indus-
try. The knowledge that close cooperation 
between suppliers, developers, engineers, 
marketing and production teams was the 
way to ensure future success.

“When DESMA invites us, we come!” A group 
of HAIX employees from Bavaria have just 
visited the Technikum. “It is so varied, the 
exhibits fascinating. And it’s compact. That 

Large groups from the world of shoe manu-
facturing – including adidas, Birkenstock, 
Lloyd, PouChen, Henan Prosper and many, 
many more – are taking the opportunity to 
watch practical demonstrations of tried and 
trusted technology. They are also gaining 
information about the future of shoe manu-
facturing – experiencing ‘Live’ how the pro-
duction of the concept shoe ‘Wrap NX®’ is 
the gateway to Industry 4.0 for the footwear 
world.

A larger contingent from footwear legend 
(“One million customers visit our stores eve-
ry day!”) Bata are deep in conversation with 
DESMA staff members. 

“The interesting thing is that our suppli-
ers use the fact that they are producing on 
DESMA machines as a marketing tool – they 
are so proud to be in co-operation with the 

means we can spend plenty of time in dis-
cussion with partners and old friends.”

Passion for the industry can be found at 
every corner: Salomon sports, from France: 

“We’re passionate about shoemaking. And 
this here – it’s just amazing. Very impres-
sive.”

“The robot applications – stunning!” A WELLCO 
team-member has flown in just to be part of 
the event and joins the queue where DESMA 
is proudly showing one of its new projects: 
scanning of foot data – every shoe made 
for the unique characteristics and measure-
ments of the prospective owner. A group 
from Technoavia, Russia, is also waiting, 
and confirm that they are highly interested 
in and impressed by this technology. They’re 
sure that their own customers will be equally 
fascinated.



DESMA HOUSE FAIR 2016
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DESMA family. That says everything about 
the strength of the DESMA brand,” confirms 
Harm Daems, Bata President.

By lunchtime on Day One of the DESMA 
House Fair things are in full swing. 

“Great visitors! Interested and open for all 
our ideas!” A DESMA staff member pauses 
to review his impressions of the House Fair 
2016 so far:
 

“It’s great to see so many producers of safe-
ty shoes here: it’s an important business 
around the world. We’ve discussed concrete 
plans for the future with Atlas; both Elten 
and EMMA are here, following up on current 
projects and evaluating moulds which they 
have placed at our disposal for the House 
Fair.”

In the exhibition marquee opposite the 
production hall, DESMA MD Klaus Freese is 
talking with Richard Fumy, responsible for 
safety shoes at uvex.

Fumy has a deep respect for DESMA: “We’ve 
been co-operating for over 30 years. DESMA 
is extremely customer-oriented, both in per-
formance and also innovation. But there’s 
more to it than that: DESMA people feel 
genuinely part of the company. We have 
built up working relationships which have, 
over the years, turned into friendships. We 
know we can rely on DESMA and that is 
something the company should be proud of.”

“In fact, we at uvex have given DESMA a 
special award, the ‘Proud People Award’.  
This award is given very rarely. This shows 
the depth of our regard and respect for  
DESMA and DESMA employees.”

Klaus Freese smiles at these words but is 
already moving on to talk with the next cus-
tomer, introduce the next visitors to each oth-
er; on his way with his team, enabling more 
conversations and exchanging of ideas, an-
swering more questions and giving more ad-
vice. Sharing dreams of the future of footwear 

– safe in DESMA’s very experienced hands.   < |

SAMPLES PRODUCED 

AT THE HOUSE FAIR
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DESMA CUSTOMERS

Riko Sport: 
Full steam ahead in Slovakia
DESMA TODAY CATCHES UP ON RIKO SPORT’S LATEST DEVELOPMENTS

DESMA TODAY last visited Riko Sport’s 
Head Office in Altivole, Italy in 2011. 

Riko Sport has a long tradition: astute com-
pany owner Renzo Castellani is well aware 
that success is built on organization and in-
vestment:

 “ The collaboration with DESMA is an
 important element of our success; con-
 stantly updating technology has meant
  reliable, robust production of ever-more
 technologically complex products.”

Thus, the company has been pressing on 
with investments at production sites in Slo-
vakia and Bosnia.

Riko Sports’ Marco Barbisan gave us a quick 
rundown of the most important develop-
ments:

“We’ve done a lot of building work, includ-
ing two huge new production halls and ma-

jor improvements to our storage facilities. 
Looking at our machinery, we have renewed 
our sewing and embroidery department, in-
vested in special machinery for specific op-
erations in shoemaking and, at the heart of 
our production, we are the proud owners of 
three new DESMA machines – that brings 
our total number of DESMAs to 12!”

The investment in two DESMA S 511 30 sta-
tion machines means that Rialto now pro-
duces all unit soles internally – outsourcing 
no longer necessary. The machine park is 
completed with a D 522 30 station machine 
for the production of direct injection foot-
wear.

“It’s a success story,” reports Ulderico Ramon, 
who takes care of Riko Sport for DESMA as 
key account manager. “Riko Sport has been 
producing premium footwear for high-end 
brands for many years and we at DESMA are 
very proud to be a continuing part of that 
story.”   < |
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DESMA CUSTOMERS

UVEX – A PIONEER OF AUTOMATED SHOE MANUFACTURING

DESMA MACHINERY AT UVEX PRODUCTION SITE IN CEVA, ITALY

Brilliant products, brilliant company!” 
Dieter Bade, DESMA Sales, doesn’t hide 

his pleasure at the news that uvex have just 
decided for yet another DESMA machine, 
this time including an amir® system, to join 
the three machines already used in produc-
tion by the world-renowned safety footwear 
company.

“It’s a really close and successful partner-
ship,” points out DESMA Managing Director 
Klaus Freese, proud of how cooperation and 
partnership between the two companies has 
grown and developed over many years.

The uvex story began in Fürth, northern Ba-
varia, in 1926 when Philipp M. Winter started 
making safety glasses and goggles by hand. 
Success followed quickly: the Winter Olym-
pics of 1936 saw sportsmen equipped with 
Winter’s glasses. In 1956, Philipp Winter’s 
son Rainer returned from a stay in the USA 
convinced that an excellent product needed 
an excellent brand-name: thus ‘uvex’ (ultra 
violet excluded) was born. 

Now in the third generation of family man-
agement under Michael Winter, the uvex 
group has over 2,000 employees spread over 
22 countries employed in 48 subsidiaries. 
International, but firmly anchored in Ger-
many – two thirds of uvex employees work 
in Germany. uvex protects its customers 
‘from head to foot’ and develops new and in-
novative technologies and products, includ-

ing footwear, from their technology centre 
in Germany.

“We have many ways of protecting the work-
er’s foot from danger at work, every day,” 
explains Dieter Bade. “All these are neces-
sary and self-understood these days. Where 
uvex really shines is in the extreme lightness 
and thus comfort of their safety footwear – 
using DESMA PU machinery!”

Adds Richard Fumy, Head of Strategic Busi-
ness Unit Footwear at uvex:
 

 “ The really splendid partnership 
 between DESMA and uvex began with 
 the first 12-station machine in 1981. 
 It continues to flourish today and will
 in the future. We at uvex would like to 
 say “Happy Birthday DESMA!”   < |

WHILST DESMA CELEBRATES 70 YEARS IN 2016, 
UVEX LOOKS BACK ON 90 YEARS OF ‘PROTECTING PEOPLE’

Protecting people for 90 years
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Our current terms and conditions apply to all business 
fields. The contract entered into between DESMA and 
the customer is legally binding in regards to product. 
Details shown in this brochure do not guarantee certain 
characteristics or operational possibilities. They are to 
be taken as general information, and may also differ.  

The products shown are to be seen as possible production 
alternatives. The illustrations may show products which 
have been developed to customer’s individual wishes 
and may be only available as individual customer solu-
tions. Products shown in this brochure may show special 
extra features which are only available at extra charge.  

Details as to delivery contents, appearance and service 
as well as measurements and weights are correct at time 
of printing. Changes may be made at any time. With pub-
lication of this issue, all previous issues lose their validity.  
No legal obligations can be derived from this informa-
tions.

DESMA around the world

DESMA REPRESENTATIVES MEET IN ACHIM

After opening their doors to the world, the 
party on Saturday September 17, 2016 

was just a touch smaller and more intimate: 
DESMA staff and their friends and family 
met to celebrate 70 years’ of the company.

Over a cool beer or fragrant cup of coffee, 
munching a slice of cake or a sausage, employ-
ees relaxed and reminisced together. Many 
took the chance to proudly show their fam-
ily members their own workplace, or DESMA 
innovations which are exciting the footwear 
world. It was a way to wind down after the 
frenetic days of the House Fair, whilst looking 
ahead to the busy autumn months.

And how would one member of staff, sitting 
in the sun, describe working at DESMA?

“Cool! Or in German – Alles bestens!”   < | 

Happy Birthday DESMA!

PARTICIPANTS OF DESMA’S TECHNIK-TREFF IN NOVEMBER 2015

DESMA STAFF AND FAMILY CELEBRATE

Part of the DESMA way, on-site repre-
sentatives around the world are the fa-

cilitators between DESMA HQ in Germany 
and footwear production companies world-
wide.

Prior to the DESMA House Fair, the repre-
sentatives took the chance to catch up with 
each other, exchange news and get latest 
information from the DESMA team over an 
Italian buffet served in the DESMA restau-
rant. Later they took part in interesting and 
information presentations and lectures and 
enjoyed a guided tour of the plant.   < | 

DESMA’S WORLDWIDE REPRESENTATIVES WITH DESMA STAFF 

AT DESMA HQ IN ACHIM AS PART OF THIS YEAR’S HOUSE FAIR


